
Promote the Vote: 2021 Redistricting Project
Fair & Equitable Maps Toolkit

*** Please feel free to adapt branded content for your community/organization’s brand and
use the phrase “Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps”. ***

This toolkit contains resources for talking about the Promote the Vote 2021

Redistricting Project and Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps. The purpose of

this toolkit is to help community leaders, activists, and organizers communicate with

their membership and the public about Promote the Vote’s Fair and Equitable Maps.

I. Issue Summary

○ Core Message and Core Asks

○ Background

○ Promote the Vote Information at a Glance

II. Messaging Guidance

○ Key Talking Points

○ Topical Talking Points

○ Some Final Points on Framing the Issue

III. How to Support Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps

○ Sign our petition

○ Comment on the MICRC portal

○ Comment at a public hearing

○ Brandable Content

○ Endorsement Forms
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I. Issue Summary

The first-ever Michigan Independent Citizens Redistricting Commission (MICRC) is drawing

Michigan’s legislative maps right now. As communities, community leaders, activists,

organizers, and voters, it is crucial to make it clear that we want fair maps for Michigan - no

excuses. Our democracy only works if the people who make laws are accountable to the

people impacted by those laws. We won't have another chance for ten years.

As a part of the legislative map-drawing process, members of the public can submit their

own maps and comments to the MICRC in order to make sure commissioners know to take

them into account. The Promote the Vote coalition of democracy organizations and

individuals pooled its knowledge and resources to create maps that anyone in the state can

get behind, but it’s crucial that MICRC commissioners hear about it. That means we need

our communities and our allies to be talking about our core message

Core Message

Michigan communities and voters want the Michigan Independent Citizens

Redistricting Commission to look to Promote the Vote’s proposed maps as a

guide to fair redistricting.

Core Asks

1. Sign the petition to tell the MICRC to take a close look at Promote the Vote’s Fair

& Equitable Maps.

2. Sign up to comment virtually or in-person  to tell commissioners you want them

to refer to Promote the Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps as a guide.
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Background

Every ten years, election maps are redrawn around the whole country. Until now, in Michigan,

these maps were drawn by partisan leaders in the Michigan State Legislature. That changed

in 2018, when Michiganders voted overwhelmingly in support of an amendment to our state

constitution that fundamentally changed our redistricting process. This amendment requires a

Michigan Independent Citizens Redistricting Commission (MICRC) to be established every

time our legislative maps are going to be redrawn. The commissioners must be everyday

citizens, not politicians.

Protecting Our State’s Democracy

The Constitutional amendment includes other requirements designed to protect our state’s

democracy during the redistricting process. It says that voting districts must comply with

federal laws, including the Voting Rights Act, and are not permitted to have built-in political

bias. The Constitutional amendment also makes it clear that the public is entitled to give

input on the redistricting process, and to help commissioners understand the communities of

interest in our state.

Communities Coming Together

This is the first time an independent citizen’s redistricting commission is drawing Michigan’s

legislative maps, and it will determine who represents us for the next 10 years. That’s why the

organizations in the Promote the Vote coalition pooled their knowledge and resources to

draw maps that truly represent the diversity of our state, with the goal of ensuring Michigan

has fair, equitable legislative districts to elect our leaders.
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Promote the Vote’s Principles for Fairness and Equity

Using the same data as the MICRC is using to draw, we created statewide maps for every

legislative level: U.S. House of Representatives, Michigan State Senate, and Michigan State

House. Our redistricting project process was guided by four foundational principles:

1. Meet or exceed Michigan’s constitutional criteria and requirements;

2. Improve upon our current gerrymandered maps, and ensure no retrogression in the

number of Voting Rights Act districts;

3. Solicit ongoing input from partners and Communities of Interest, and incorporate that

feedback in to our map drawing  process, and;

4. Eliminate legislative maps where one political party has a lasting, unfair advantage by

aiming for overall partisan fairness.

An Urgent Message

Promote the Vote created its proposed maps under these principles, and they worked.

Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps score better on partisan fairness measures than

current maps and other maps submitted to the MICRC or created by the MICRC.

The problem is that the MICRC seems to be on track to use these unfair maps rather than

Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps. It is critical that commissioners become aware of

the Promote the Vote maps and look to them for guidance. Accepting unfair, inequitable maps

which ignore or disenfranchise communities of interest would be a harm to our democracy.

PTV Contact Information

Micheal Davis
Redistricting Campaign Director

michealdavis@promotethevotemi.com

Jennifer Goossen
Coalitions & Communications Coordinator

jennifergoossen@promotethevotemi.com
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II. Messaging Guidance
This section is intended to provide general background information about our process and offer
guidance in explaining why you support Promote the Vote’s proposed Fair & Equitable Maps.

Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps

● Every ten years, following the census and reapportionment, Michigan must draw new
legislative Congressional and statewide district maps.

● Redistricting is important because the new legislative maps will determine the political
landscape in Michigan for the next 10 years. Fair & Equitable Maps

● For decades, state-elected officials drew the maps to protect their own self-interests, which
resulted in some of the most gerrymandered maps in the country and actively silenced the
voices of voters.

● Now, for the first time ever, Michigan’s Independent Citizens Redistricting Commission will
draw our legislative maps — and are accepting feedback from groups like Promote the Vote.

● That’s why our coalition pooled its knowledge and resources to draw maps that truly
represent the diversity of our great state.

● Organizations in the Promote the Vote coalition share a rich history and deep investment in
protecting the rights of voters and ensuring Michiganders have fair, equitable maps.

● In fact, they are the only coalition of statewide organizations and individuals collaborating to
produce fair, equitable maps at each level, with the goal of ensuring Michigan has fair,
equitable legislative maps to elect our leaders.

● Our maps aim to eliminate built in bias and wasted votes, making politicians more
responsive to the people because our democracy works best when all voices are heard.

● By getting involved, we ensure we can elect leaders who truly reflect the diverse
communities they represent, and who will champion the issues and concerns of Michigan’s
citizens and communities, in Lansing and in Washington D.C.

● Now is the time for Communities of Interest and individual voters to let the MICRC know that
they want commissioners to look to Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps for guidance.
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Topical Talking Points

Topic: Timeline

Key Message: Time is running out to tell the commission that we expect fair maps and a

fair shot at electing people who truly represent us. This is a tough process, but the

commission can refer to excellent map proposals like Promote the Vote’s for guidance.

● The commission will be finishing its maps very soon. That means they are drawing and

deliberating right now. They should hear from you right away.

● Any (more) cuts to public comment time and/or opportunities is not acceptable. This

process only works when the commissioners can truly hear from the people. Public

hearing commentary should be at two minutes.

● By now in the process, the commission should be well acquainted with the state

geography and populations. Metro Detroit is home to 40% of the state’s population. It

will definitely take more than one public hearing to accommodate it.

Topic: The MICRC’s Redistricting Process

Key message: There is help available for commissioners: they can refer to Promote the

Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps for guidance on making adjustments to their proposals.

● The commission's priority should be legislative maps that support equitable voting

power for all citizens in Michigan, protect historically marginalized groups, and

accurately reflect the way people live their lives in our state.

● Fair, inclusive maps mean our communities are represented by leaders who know us,

and who will fight for the resources that our children and families need to thrive.

● We must insist on fair maps from the MICRC to ensure all Michigan residents,

especially historically underrepresented groups, get the representation and resources

they deserve. Tell the commission to learn from Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable

Maps before it’s too late to change their minds.
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Topic: Biased Maps

Key Message: Michigan voters made it clear that they want fair maps that help make

elected officials more responsive to voters. That’s why the commission should look to

Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps for guidance on fair and inclusive districts.

● Maps with built-in, disproportionate bias aren’t acceptable. Promote the Vote’s Fair &

Equitable Maps undo the gerrymanders, and that’s what Michigan voters want.

● For our state to be a healthy democracy, every person needs to have access to their

fair share of voting power. Promote the Vote proved it’s possible by drawing fair maps.

● The commission needs to level the playing field so that candidates have to work to

earn votes, regardless of which political party endorses them. Promote the Vote drew

maps that can do that and increase representation for Communities of Interest while

upholding the Voting Rights Act.

Topic: The Voting Rights Act (VRA)

Key Message: Promote the Vote’s proposed maps eliminate racially gerrymandered

districts and comply with the Constitution and Voting Rights Act.

● Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps create enough House and Senate districts to

satisfy the VRA and address decades of racial gerrymandering.

● Any district with a Black VAP below 40% is a red flag for racial gerrymandering.

● Any proposed maps that pack Black voters may be indicative of racial gerrymandering.

● Any maps with fewer Voting Rights Act districts than current maps are not accepta ble.
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Topic: Communities of Interest

Key Message: Considering Communities of Interest is a nonpartisan way of following the

will of the people.

● The Communities of Interest requirement allows for more inclusion in our redistricting

process and maximizes the public’s engagement with the commission.

● A Community of Interest may be a neighborhood, community, or group of people who

have common interests, activities and/or concerns. It is not a county, city, or

township.

● A Community of Interest may be uniquely impacted by natural disasters, enacted law,

and public policy. That’s why communities need to be able to elect leaders who

understand and can respond to their specific needs.

Topic: Prison Gerrymandering

Key message: Promote the Vote found a way to address prison gerrymandering while the

commission has ignored it. We support Promote the Vote’s maps because we want to see

an end to this injustice.

● Promote the Vote plans put 86% of Michigan's prisoner capacity in either an

overpopulated Senate district, an overpopulated House district, or both.

● What that means is that non-prisoner residents in those districts in which prisons are

located are not given outsized political power in Lansing.

● PTV did this while still ensuring all of those districts were within the constitutional

population limits.

● The Promote the Vote coalition truly cares about prison gerrymandering and the larger

issues that these district lines ultimately affect.
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Topic: Census Limitations

Key message: We prioritized creating fair maps while staying within boundaries of state

and federal law, to ensure a chance for representation of Middle Eastern/North Africa

(MENA) communities at each map level.

● The smaller population needed for state house districts, means less wiggle room.

● In order to unpack racially gerrymandered state house districts in Detroit, PTV

included neighboring cities like Dearborn and Dearborn Heights with Detroit, to create

equitable districts and satisfy population guidelines.

● BUT ONLY because the MENA population of Dearborn and Dearborn Heights is

considered “white” or “non-black” in the census.

● If MENA communities were counted by the census and protected by the Voting Rights

Act, it might have been possible to keep Dearborn and Dearborn Heights together in 1

or 2 State House districts.

Some final points about framing the issue:

Reject the idea that unfair maps are inevitable because of geography.

Promote the Vote’s maps show that it’s possible to preserve and amplify the voices of

neighborhoods, school districts, and other communities of interest while keeping bias from

being built into the maps. Don’t accept the claim that biased maps are unavoidable for

Michigan. This is about fair and accurate representation, responsiveness to voters, and the

increased influence that communities deserve.

Connect redistricting to the broader fight for voting rights.

Elected officials and candidates should prioritize input from the people they represent over

the influence of behind-the-scenes actors with agendas. Holding the MICRC to its

responsibility to draw fair maps is one of the most important opportunities we have to fight

back against voter suppression in a positive way that benefits all Michiganders.
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III. Metric Report
Press Release: https://promotethevotemi.com/1045-2/
Access Promote the Vote’s 2021 Redistricting Project - Metric Report: HERE

IV. How to Support PTV’s Fair & Equitable Maps
Sign our Promote the Vote petition

Sign onto our Promote the Vote petition to the commission by scanning the QR code
below, or clicking HERE!

Comment on the MICRC Portal
Leave a comment in support of Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable maps by following the
step-by-step instructions on the next page.
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How to Submit a Comment to the MICRC Without Attending a Hearing

The public can comment 24/7 ONLINE throughout the MICRC’s mapping process. Here’s how!

1. Open your browser to: www.michigan-mapping.org (Visual guide below)

2. Click “Submit Comment” in the top banner.

a. Scroll down, past the paragraph description, to find the screen image below.

3. Click “Add a Comment”

4. Enter the Promote the Vote map ID number you wish to comment on

a. U.S. Congressional: O 6155

b. Michigan State Senate: O 6159

c. Michigan State House: O 6250

5. Enter your comments into the space provided in the Comment box.

a. Tip: If you move your cursor to the bottom right corner of the comment box,

you can click-and-drag the box to expand your typing window.

6. Enter a hashtag: #ptv, #ptvfairmaps

7. Complete the “Tell Us About Yourself” section.

8. Read and ‘check off’ to the disclaimer boxes (“I understand…”).

9. Click the green “Submit” button.

10. CHECK YOUR EMAIL to verify your comment was accepted/posted.
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Links to PTV Fair and Equitable Maps

Follow any of the links below for a more detailed view of our proposed maps.

U.S. Congress

https://davesredistricting.org/join/2d94b35d-39e8-4d45-b03f-43f5b1fd2f90

Michigan State Senate

https://davesredistricting.org/join/34e4da5e-d28d-4de5-89a4-e7a2944f4bfe

Michigan State House

https://davesredistricting.org/join/05f06a4d-542f-4cf6-8e74-ceff38c04675

Sign Up for Public Comment at MICRC Hearings

Making a comment at one of the upcoming MICRC Public Hearings is one of the most

effective ways to ensure that commissioners consider Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable

Maps. You have two options.

First, you can make your comment remotely through Zoom or by phone. However, you must

pre-register by 3:00 p.m. on the day of the meeting in order to be able to participate and

comment remotely.

Alternatively, you can attend the meeting to address the commissioners in person. If you

intend to comment in person, you have until 7:00 p.m. to sign up at the meeting location. You

may also pre-register as an in-person attendee, but this is not required.

Commenters should be sure to mention the portal ID numbers assigned

to Promote the Vote’s Fair and Equitable Maps: US Congressional (portal

ID: p6782); MI State Senate (portal ID: p6783); MI State House (portal ID:

p6784).
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Brandable Content

Media attention for the MICRC’s redistricting work will increase as they select which maps to

advance to the second round of hearings. Our goal is to continue to recenter the conversation

around the fact that the MICRC can meet all Michigan’s constitutional requirements and have

both fairness and equity by using Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps as a guide.

Suggested Language for Social Media Posts

● The #MICRC is drawing our new legislative maps, and we’re afraid they may be on the

wrong track. They need to listen to the input of the communities impacted by these

maps and support the Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable maps! #PTVFairMaps

https://promotethevotemi.com/2021-redistricting-project

● @Promote the Vote proved its possible for the #MICRC to draw fair, inclusive legislative

maps for Michigan. It’s our job to let them know we want them to learn from

#PTVFairMaps -- our democracy depends on it.

https://promotethevotemi.com/2021-redistricting-project

● @Promote the Vote drew fair maps for Michigan that increase the number of districts

that comply with the #VotingRightsAct. The #MICRC needs to do the same and learn

from#PTVFairMaps! https://promotethevotemi.com/2021-redistricting-project

● @Promote the Vote increased the number of Voting Rights Act districts in their

#PTVFairMaps, The #MICRC should not go backwards! We won’t accept anything that

undoes the progress people fought so hard to achieve. Tell the #MICRC to uphold the

Voting Rights Act & support #PTVFairMaps!

https://promotethevotemi.com/2021-redistricting-project

● Promote the Vote drew Fair & Equitable Maps  that take the effects of prison

gerrymandering into account. Does the #MICRC even care about this? They need to

create #PTVFairMaps! https://promotethevotemi.com/2021-redistricting-project
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Shareable Graphics with Suggested Language for Posts

Image (Click on to download) Sample Post Language

Facebook -
If they don’t course correct, the #MICRC is
on track to repeat the gerrymander of 2011.
They should consider Promote the Vote’s
Fair & Equitable Maps as a guide. Sign our
petition to let the #MICRC know that you
want #PTVFairMaps!
https://progressmichigan.actionkit.com/sign
/support-PTV-maps/

Facebook -

Option 1:

The #MICRC needs to hear from YOU during
public comment. #PromotetheVote drew
maps that help make sure everyone has the
voting power they deserve. Make sure your
community has a voice and sign the petition
to tell the commission you want #PTV
FairMaps!
https://progressmichigan.actionkit.com/sign
/support-PTV-maps/

Option 2:

We won’t have another shot at this for TEN
YEARS. The  #MICRC needs to hear from
YOU during public comment.
#PromotetheVote and make sure your
community has a voice. Sign our petition and
tell the #MICRC you want #PTVFairMaps!
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https://progressmichigan.actionkit.com/sign
/support-PTV-maps/

Facebook -

#PromotetheVote drew maps that prioritize
the power of the people and increased the
number of #VRA districts in our State
Legislature maps. Sign the petition to tell the
#MICRC to do the same and study
#PTVFairMaps!
https://progressmichigan.actionkit.com/sign
/support-PTV-maps/

Twitter -

Promote the Vote created U.S.
Congressional draft maps that are fair,
equitable and will ensure that every vote
counts. Sign the petition to tell the #MICRC
you want #PTVFairMaps! :
https://progressmichigan.actionkit.com/sign
/support-PTV-maps/

Twitter

Promote the Vote created Michigan State
Senate draft maps that are fair, equitable
and will ensure that every vote counts. Sign
the petition to tell the #MICRC you want
#PTVFairMaps!
https://progressmichigan.actionkit.com/sign
/support-PTV-maps/
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Twitter

Promote the Vote created Michigan State
House draft maps that are fair, equitable and
will ensure that every vote counts. Sign the
petition to tell the #MICRC you want
#PTVFairMaps!
https://progressmichigan.actionkit.com/sign
/support-PTV-maps/

Twitter

Fair is fair.  Check out our Congressional
District maps and sign the petition to tell the
#MICRC you want #PTVFairMaps! Learn
more:
https://progressmichigan.actionkit.com/sign
/support-PTV-maps/
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Twitter

Fair is fair. Check out our Michigan State
Senate maps and sign the petition to tell the
#MICRC you want #PTVFairMaps!
https://progressmichigan.actionkit.com/sign
/support-PTV-maps/

Twitter

Fair is fair.  Sign the petition to tell the
#MICRC you want #PTVFairMaps! Learn
more:
https://progressmichigan.actionkit.com/sign
/support-PTV-maps/
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All

Option 1:

Promote the Vote’s Fair & Equitable Maps
protect vulnerable communities and level
the playing field for Michigan voters. It’s
CRUCIAL that the #MICRC hears from our
communities at these public hearings to
know we want #PTVFairMaps! Comment at
a public hearing near you and sign our
petition at
https://progressmichigan.actionkit.com/sign
/support-PTV-maps/ .

Option 2:

We won’t have another shot for ten years. All
hands on deck to let the #MICRC know that
we want fair, equitable voting district maps
in Michigan. Check out Promote the Vote’s
redistricting project and tell the MICRC you
want them to use  #PTVFairMaps for
guidance!
https://progressmichigan.actionkit.com/sign
/support-PTV-maps/.
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Endorsement Form for Organizations
For a downloadable PDF version of this form, please click here.

❏ I give permission for Promote the Vote to use my organization's name and logo to
indicate our support of their fair, equitable Michigan legislative maps.

Organization Name: __________________________________________________________________

Name: _______________________________________  Title: _________________________________

Email Address for organization: ________________________________________________________

Phone Number: ______________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address: _____________________________________________________________________

We wish to endorse the following: (Check all that apply)

❏ Promote the Vote’s Michigan State House Maps for consideration by the MICRC.
❏ Promote the Vote’s Michigan State Senate Maps for consideration by the MICRC.
❏ Promote the Vote’s U.S. Congressional District Maps for consideration by the MICRC.
❏ Other: ________________________________________________________________________

We can support Promote the Vote’s 2021 election maps project by: (Check all that apply)

❏ Making  public comment in support of Promote the Vote’s maps at an MICRC hearing.
❏ Email/newsletter communications to our members about PTV’’s maps and methods.
❏ Sharing PTV redistricting posts/news on our social media channels.
❏ Recruiting other campaign endorsers.
❏ Recruiting representatives from our organization to create video selfies in support of

PTV’s maps and methods.
❏ Other: ________________________________________________________________

By signing my name here, I am indicating that I have read and understand this document:

X    _______________________________________          Date:  ______________________
Signature

Please submit completed endorsement forms to Jennifer Goossen at

jennifergoossen@promotethevotemi.com or call 313.355.0580 for assistance
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Endorsement Form for Individuals
For a downloadable PDF version of this form, please click here.

❏ I give permission for Promote the Vote to use my name to indicate my support of their
fair, equitable Michigan election maps.

Name: ______________________________________________________________________________

Email Address: ______________________________________________________________________

Phone Number: ______________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address: _____________________________________________________________________

I wish to endorse the following: (Check all that apply)

❏ Promote the Vote’s Michigan State House Maps for consideration by the MICRC.
❏ Promote the Vote’s Michigan State Senate Maps for consideration by the MICRC.
❏ Promote the Vote’s U.S. Congressional District Maps for consideration by the MICRC.
❏ Other: ________________________________________________________________________

I can support Promote the Vote’s 2021 election maps project by: (Check all that apply)

❏ Making a public comment in support of Promote the Vote’s maps at an MICRC hearing.
❏ Recruiting other project endorsers.
❏ Sharing PTV redistricting posts/news on our social media channels.
❏ Creating a video selfie in support of Promote the Vote’s maps and methods.
❏ Other: ________________________________________________________________________

By signing my name here, I am indicating that I have read and understand this document:

X    ______________________________________________    Date:____________________________
Signature

Please submit completed endorsement forms to Jennifer Goossen at
jennifergoossen@promotethevotemi.com or call 313.355.0580 for assistance.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M5SVdqgZDJ-uZbdN8saf6Z6Nv4keGE9m/view?usp=sharing
mailto:jennifergoossen@promotethevotemi.com


V. MICRC Public Hearing Schedule

Detroit Hearing

Wednesday, October 20, 2021 TCF Center
1 Washington Blvd.
Detroit, MI 48226

Afternoon  Session 1:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Evening Session 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Attend and Comment In Person
RSVP (optional) https://www.research.net/r/F7VVLR

Where to sign up At the venue
Deadline 7:00 p.m. on the day of the hearing

Attend and Comment Live Remotely
Sign up to comment remotely (required)* Sign Up Form Link

Deadline 3:00 p.m. on the day of the hearing
Zoom Info Meeting Link
Passcode 1234

Telephone 888 251 2909
Conference code 818211

Submit a Comment in Writing Prior to the Hearing MICRC Public Comment Portal Link

Lansing Hearing

Thursday, October 21, 2021 Lansing Center

333 E. Michigan Ave
Lansing MI 48933

Afternoon  Session 1:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Evening Session 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Attend and Comment In Person
RSVP (optional) https://www.research.net/r/F9YD8QX

Where to sign up At the venue
Deadline 7:00 p.m. on the day of the hearing

Attend and Comment Live Remotely
Sign up to comment remotely (required)* Sign Up Form Link

Deadline 3:00 p.m. on the day of the hearing
Zoom Info Meeting Link
Passcode 1234

Telephone 888 251 2909
Conference code 818211
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https://www.research.net/r/F7VVLRN
https://www.research.net/r/F7VVLRN
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/87824493840?pwd=bTg0eTZQK3NXK3FkKzFhT29nYi9JZz09
https://www.michigan-mapping.org/#submit
https://www.research.net/r/F9YD8QX
https://www.research.net/r/F9YD8QX
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/85756761029?pwd=MjVDbSsydjYvTnM5TVdHMDBqSnZ6Zz09


Submit a Comment in Writing Prior to the Hearing MICRC Public Comment Portal Link

Grand Rapids Hearing

Friday, October 22, 2021 DeVos Place, Steelcase Ballroom
303 Monroe Ave, NW
Grand Rapids, MI 48503

Afternoon  Session 1:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Evening Session 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Attend and Comment In Person
RSVP (optional) https://www.research.net/r/F93B9HK

Where to sign up At the venue
Deadline 7:00 p.m. on the day of the hearing

Attend and Comment Live Remotely
Sign up to comment remotely (required)* Sign Up Form Link

Deadline 3:00 p.m. on the day of the hearing
Zoom Info Meeting Link
Passcode 1234

Telephone 888 251 2909
Conference code 818211

Submit a Comment in Writing Prior to the Hearing MICRC Public Comment Portal Link

Gaylord Hearing
Monday, October 25, 2021 Treetops Resort

3962 Wilkinson Rd
Gaylord, MI 48735

Afternoon  Session 1:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Evening Session 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Attend and Comment In Person
RSVP (optional) https://www.research.net/r/FD2M5Q6.

Where to sign up At the venue
Deadline 7:00 p.m. on the day of the hearing

Attend and Comment Live Remotely
Sign up to comment remotely (required)* Sign Up Form Link

Deadline 3:00 p.m. on the day of the hearing
Zoom Info Meeting Link
Passcode 1234

Telephone 888 251 2909
Conference code 818211
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https://www.michigan-mapping.org/#submit
https://www.research.net/r/F93B9HK
https://www.research.net/r/F93B9HK
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83967834815?pwd=djgydHc5VnRvYy9tazdmdXF4Mkxwdz09
https://www.michigan-mapping.org/#submit
https://www.research.net/r/FD2M5Q6.
https://www.research.net/r/FDBHK3P
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/87107999390?pwd=L1BqQ0xOekxhSjRkUUJwV2RaY2Frdz09


Submit a Comment in Writing Prior to the Hearing MICRC Public Comment Portal Link

Flint Hearing

Tuesday, October 26, 2021 Dort Financial Center

3501 Lapeer Rd
Flint, MI 48503

Afternoon  Session 1:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Evening Session 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Attend and Comment In Person
RSVP (optional) https://www.research.net/r/FDBHK3P

Where to sign up At the venue
Deadline 7:00 p.m. on the day of the hearing

Attend and Comment Live Remotely
Sign up to comment remotely (required)* Sign Up Form Link

Deadline 3:00 p.m. on the day of the hearing
Zoom Info Meeting Link
Passcode 1234

Telephone 888 251 2909
Conference code 818211

Submit a Comment in Writing Prior to the Hearing MICRC Public Comment Portal Link
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https://www.michigan-mapping.org/#submit
https://www.research.net/r/FDBHK3P
https://www.research.net/r/F7VVLRN
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/87824493840?pwd=bTg0eTZQK3NXK3FkKzFhT29nYi9JZz09
https://www.michigan-mapping.org/#submit

